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One of the greatest artifacts of the Forbidden Lands is stanengist, the royal crown known as hanging stones. Six rubies were installed in this crown, the fairy stone of the six dwarves of each of the forbidden lands, who planted their trees, cut through the beds of river flow and gave their animals a home. From their position to the crown, these dwarves could
maintain guard over what they had forged and counsel their descendants, who carried the crown and keep the land intact. When several rubies were stolen, the earth was weakened and coming to humanity in Ravenland, the earth would eventually be waving the rise of the Orts and unleashing demons by the arch-witch, Zygofer Spellbinder. For centuries,
the walled mist of blood, which has been in these Forbidden Lands for centuries, has recently been abolished, and men and women of all races have been flooded into the world untouched by their hands for centuries. They are not brave souls, but villains, treasure hunters, pious bonds, adventurers, fortune-seekers who want to make their mark on a new
land – there are dungeons that must be robbed, large treasures found, and birds are required! The starting point for such expeditions is legends, lore and rumors that they are making their way across the earth, from ear to ear, and so it is a new word from Staneng. It is said that visions have been seen in lost rubies and where they lie. Find these rubies and
Stanengist himself and then remount them to the crown and be told that whoever puts it in his head can, according to the legend, gain the power to rally all relatives and rule over the Forbidden Lands. There is truth in every legend, so is there enough courage, resourceful, stupid enough to find all the lost fairy stones and so claim the crown of the forbidden
lands? This is the set-up of Raven's Purge, the first campaign for banned Lands - Raiders &amp;amp; Turis is a Cursed World, Retro Open-World Survival Fantasy RPG published by Free League. Published as part of the role-playing kickstarter campaign Raven's Purge, an epic eight-part campaign with an open structure built into eight locations and a finale
in the final, ninth place. Player characters are free to visit any of the first eight locations in any order-and don't even have to visit them all-to get enough information to go to that last location. It reflects the open style of play in the Forbidden Lands, where players and their characters are explorers, traveling across territories that have been cut off for centuries
and of which they know little, except legends. Such legends are hooks, pushing characters to visit the adventure sites of the setup — villages, castles and dungeons — and pulling them into the area and secrets, often revealing dark truths about lands that have been under the mist of blood and demon-infected for centuries. Raven's Purge has been
presented with a toolkit to launch your campaign so much it is a campaign itself. This is because the campaign is freeform in structure, not linear, so player characters are free to roam where they do, visiting which of the eight places they want, and in what order they want. Now this means that the campaign is more of a challenge for the Game Master to
prepare for the run because it is mainly player-oriented. To balance this, the Game Master can shift player characters in certain directions using legends given to each of the artifacts and different NPCs that appear in the campaign, who are interested in stanengist. As a toolkit, Raven's Purge provides a full history of Stanengist, including its missing rubies
and details of nine key players in the Forbidden Lands' interest in getting lost in the Elf Stones and Stanengist, before detailing the eight (plus one) locations that make up the campaign. Now the Game Master should be aware that nine key players are not only the main players especially for this campaign, but the setting for the role-playing game itself. When
player characters participate, their actions, the alliances they forge, and the enemies they make have a profound effect on the Forbidden Lands. Some of these effects, the consequences of player characters' actions throughout the campaign, will be discussed in the book's final chapter,Aftermath. This ability to fundamentally change the political landscape
ties back to the ethos of designers in the Forbidden Lands-that every Game Master campaign is going to be different and that the result of player characters' action is different in each campaign, essentially stamping their combined legacy on The Forbidden Lands. The campaign's adventure sites are the area's slave trade hub, the ogres' party venue, orkilinn,
abandoned mine and more. Each location shall be given a separate chapter and organised in the same form. It begins with a description of what player characters see before detailing the location of the background, how to get there, the legends associated with it, its locations, monsters and NPCs, and possible events that can play there when player
characters arrive. The Get there section typically provides two or three ideas, many of which have been exposed to the NPC before you reach the location, related to the possible storylines in the Events section. If there is a weakness in the Getting There section, it is that the entire eight inner y, meeting the NPC just outside the location, who wants you to do
something about this location becomes something of a cliché and Game Master you may want to customize as needed. This means that all given NPC should have fun with Game Master role-playing and the events themselves are different. The Game Master can also expand Raven's Purge by adding two adventure locations to the role-playing game
Gamemaster's Guide-Weatherstone and The Vale of the Dead. These can either just add eight given raven's purge, or if the Game Master has already run them, use them as a springboard for this campaign. In both cases, they could be used as a starting point for playing Forbidden Lands - Raiders &amp;amp; Turis is the Cursed World. Raven's cleaning
campaign structure – a series of nodes associated with legends with the finale at its core – is also open enough for the Game Master to plan locations and adventures that he himself can use in addition to the campaign itself. Physically, Raven's Purge meets the style and quality of both the Player Manual and the Gamemaster's Guide for Bidden Lands. While
it's not faux leather covers in the two main rule books, it's another strong hardback to make black-and-white buff pages. Again illustrated with pen and ink throughout, it has the look and feel of a roleplaying game supplement decades ago. The artwork, mainly by one artist, is excellent, as is cartography, again more illustrations than maps, are also good. It
should be noted that the fantasy of Forbidden Lands is certainly a gloomy and gritty ripe tone. In many ways, Raven's cleaning is a companion to the boxes of forbidden lands. Along with the Player's Manual and Gamemaster's Guide for Forbidden Lands - Raiders &amp; Rogues in the Cursed World created the Forbidden Lands as they are now, raven's
purge to extend that. Raven's Purge though then provides the means of player characters not only to communicate big and good-actually, for the most part not good because there is a tone of gray with each NPC-of Forbidden Lands, but also to truly change its political landscape. Raven's Purge is a grim, gritty open campaign in which the future of the
Forbidden Lands is placed on player characters' hands and what they do and what they decide is their legacy in the Forbidden Lands. Raven's Purge is an epic campaign module for Forbidden Lands RPG, written by acclaimed fantasy author Erik Granström. Raven's Purge is not a linear story and it is not set the goal that adventurers are expected to follow.
Instead, there are rich carpet legends, locations, signs and events that players can interact with in many ways. The contents of the 224-page hardcover book: - Detailed history and description of stanengist elven crown and its elven rubies. - Description of nine important participants who's all looking for Staneng. - Eight complete, illustrated adventure sites,
playable in every order you want. - Epic campaign finale, giving adventurers the opportunity to decide the future of Forbidden Lands. To start your review of Raven's Purge I read Raven's Purge for Fria Ligan's new Forbidden Lands RPG, this week. This is the default adventure campaign, but don't think you'll get anything from the Temple of Elemental Evil or
one other epic TSR set. Instead, expect a pretty well-written group of adventure locations that mesh together in a unique way for each GM, because they have to place artifacts and use rumors and NPC to draw computers into the heart of the plot. It has more in common with GDW's Twilight's Peak f I read raven's purge for Fria Ligan's new Forbidden Lands
RPG, this week. This is the default adventure campaign, but don't think you'll get anything from the Temple of Elemental Evil or one other epic TSR set. Instead, expect a pretty well-written group of adventure locations that mesh together in a unique way for each GM, because they have to place artifacts and use rumors and NPC to draw computers into the
heart of the plot. It has more in common with GDW's Twilight's Peak Traveller than the old epic D &amp; D scenarios. There's a lot to lean on, nicely presented. That said, I think GM has to put some work to get it ready (or be willing to manipulate it to fly). There are many core NPC, which can have different motivations in different places. I think the key to this
would be to bring it to slow burn; Finally, the characters may end up leading the army to add the evil witch that dominates the Forbidden Lands, but they must grow that. The only concern I have is that the game is very lethal, so the chance to play out in the same characters may be less than you want. That means it's good stuff. ... more From OsR: Raven's
Purge-Review of Raven's Purge, Campaign for Forbidden Lands - Raiders &amp; Turis in the Cursed World, Swedish Retro Open-World Survival Fantasy RPG published by Free League and distributed in English by Modiphius Entertainment. ... Other OSR: Raven's Purge-Review of Raven's Purge, Campaign for Forbidden Lands - Raiders &amp; Rogues in
the Cursed World, Swedish Retro Open-World Survival Fantasy RPG published by Free League and distributed in English by Modiphius Entertainment. ... ... more complete sandbox campaign 7 scenarios you may encounter in any order (or skip some, even) and 8th, which is the finale of the whole thing. It's got a lot of interesting conflicts and potential, but
some of the main players are far more important than others and it makes it really difficult to really decide what's important. I saw it. this, but it would require some nudging and tweaking to get it going. Still, it's a lovely thing and there's a lot of material, even if you don't use it as a complete sandbox campaign in 7 scenarios you can encounter in any order (or
skip some, even) and 8th, which is the finale of the whole thing. It's got a lot of interesting conflicts and potential, but some of the main players are far more important than others and it makes it really difficult to really decide what's important. I don't see it as a use, but it would require some nudging and tweaking to get it going. Still, it's a lovely thing and there's
a lot of material, even if you don't use it for the campaign itself. ... More... More
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